POWERFUL VICTORIES FOR THE EVERYWHERE WORKPLACE
The workplace is transforming.

Whether working from home, on-the-go, or connecting and collaborating throughout the office, your teams’ work happens any time, anywhere. And it demands powerful tools that adapt to different users, workspaces and endeavors.

At the same time, the IT environment has become increasingly complex. From security and connectivity, to workspace utility and business continuity, you face a host of ever-changing dynamics.

And ultimately, it’s your job to equip teams with technology that empowers them to collaborate in real-time, perform at their best, and stay connected to keep the business running—wherever they are.
Solutions For Every Workspace

Our innovative tools let teams thrive everywhere. Optimized for user performance and IT success, our intelligent peripherals and advanced video collaboration solutions will give you tangible, reliable, easy-to-deploy victories across your organization.

You’ll claim powerful wins for teams at the office, at home, in meeting rooms—and even for the bottom line.

So, ultimately, everybody wins.
Six reasons why Logitech is the ideal partner to help you secure powerful wins for your business, your users and IT.

1. **Universally Compatible**
   All of our devices work with leading enterprise operating systems and business apps—across desktops, laptops, tablets and smartphones. Plus, our large selection of compatible products makes global deployment seamless—with easy set-up and minimal support requests along the way.

2. **Unbeatable Long Term Value**
   Long term value is a critical consideration for IT. Logitech devices are supremely durable, reliable and cost-efficient. And our innovative portfolio unleashes new levels of performance and productivity that deliver total business value that is tough to beat.

3. **Deep Global Reach**
   You need a partner that can meet your tech standards wherever your business operates. Certified in 90-plus countries, we offer worldwide availability—with deep country-specific knowledge—and can ensure reliable product delivery and quality product support (pre-and-post warranty).
How Logitech Helps You Win
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FRICIONLESS FOR USER —AND YOU

We make tools that are instantly familiar to users and easy to deploy for IT. We obsess at creating intuitive, human-centered hardware and software with quick learning curves. And with easy onboarding and plug-and-play connectivity—you’ll enjoy less friction too.
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RELENTLESS WORKSPACE INNOVATION

We’re laser-focused on solving ever-changing workspace and end user challenges. Building on decades of scientific expertise in human interaction, we innovate intelligent, software-empowered peripherals—and advanced video collaboration tools—that unleash workforce performance.
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DESIGN USERS LOVE

Users love our tools because they’re powerful, beautiful and effortless to use. Through rigorous design processes, we turn human insights into delightful products that will enhance the look of any workspace. We’ve won more than 250 design awards since 2015 and made Fast Company’s “Top 10 Most Innovative Companies in Design” list in 2018 and 2020.
WORK BETTER SOLUTIONS
SMARTER TOOLS. BETTER PERFORMANCE.

The modern workplace demands tools that empower your teams to perform better than ever. But as desktops become filled with more screens and devices all running different platforms, connectivity and workspace optimization can be a real headache.

Work Better solutions meet these challenges head-on. Our range of mostly wireless, precision tools are designed to boost user performance and optimize space utility. And Logitech software provides innovative features like multi-device and application control that take productivity to a whole new level.

Accelerating team productivity. That’s workspace winning.
Software Empowered Intelligent Peripherals

- **Reduce clutter. Improve aesthetics.** Logitech wireless technology allows users to wirelessly connect all devices via just one USB port, giving users freedom of movement, while optimizing desk space and port utility.

- **One set of peripherals.** Universal compatibility and our range of software means users only need one set of devices to seamlessly work across multiple computers and screens, regardless of OS.

- **Control multiple screens with one device.** Easy-Switch™ allows push-button switching between computers, tablets and mobile devices. While Logitech Flow™ enables seamless cross-computer, cross-platform control with drag-and-drop file sharing.

- **Improve workflow in Microsoft, Adobe, and more.** Logitech Options™ software features advanced presets that optimize our devices for app-specific performance. Users can customize buttons, create powerful shortcuts and more. Simply open an app then each device auto-configures.
PRODUCTIVITY COLLECTION
FOR CORE KNOWLEDGE WORKERS

Solid and reliable productivity devices for teams who power through tasks at assigned workspaces. Get plug-and-play connectivity and universal compatibility for your mouse, keyboard, webcam and headset.
MK540 ADVANCED WIRELESS COMBO

Designed to get more done.
Widely deployed wireless full-size keyboard and mouse built for precision, comfort, and reliability. Familiar typing experience and reduced noise.

- 10 m wireless freedom with a Unifying™ USB receiver encrypted connection.
- Precision ambidextrous mouse + advanced tracking.
- Integrated palm rest + adjustable 4° and 8° tilt to meet various needs.
- Customizable Fn key shortcuts with Logitech Options® software.

C930e BUSINESS WEBCAM

Next best thing to being there.
Lets UC users enhance video meetings with full HD 1080p clear video, wide field of view, and digital zoom.

- HD 1080p video at 30 frames per second delivers video meeting experiences that are close to in-person.
- 90-degree diagonal field of view perfect for clear presenting + 4x digital zoom crops out distracting backgrounds.
- RightLight™ 2 Technology and autofocus intelligently adjusts to provide sharp video in low-light conditions at multiple distances.
- Supports H.264 with Scalable Video Coding and UVC 1.5 encoding to minimize its dependence on computer and network resources.
- Certified and compatible with popular business applications.¹

ZONE WIRELESS HEADSET

Designed for focus. Bluetooth® headset with active noise cancellation and exceptional sound keeps workers in their zone—anywhere.

- Noise-canceling mic and active noise cancellation reduce ambient noise and isolate the user’s voice, so teams can hear and be heard.
- Simple, intuitive controls include flip-to-mute mic, active noise cancellation (ANC), and Qi wireless charging.
- Certified and compatible with the business applications you use everyday.²
- Connects to the computer and smartphone simultaneously—seamlessly switch between them. Manage audio settings with our Logi Tune app.

¹ Refer to logitech.com/en-us/product/c930e-webcam for certification and compatibility.
Advanced performance devices for creatives, coders, analysts and other power users. Each is further empowered by Logitech Options™ software that takes app-specific productivity to the next level—and Logitech Flow™ that enables intuitive multi-device control and file sharing.
Engineered for performance.
Designed for creatives, coders and analysts with unique workflow needs—precision tracking and fast, quiet scrolling with electromagnetic MagSpeed™.

- Designed for palm comfort, easy control access + out-of-box predefined settings for business apps.
- Precise 4,000 DPI Darkfield™ Tracking on any surface—even on glass.1
- Compatible with Windows®, macOS®, Linux®, iPadOS® + pair it to up to 3 laptops, tablets, smartphones then Easy-Switch™ between them.
- Stays powered up to 70 days after full recharge with USB-C charging cable.2

Built for creation mode.
The advanced multi-OS keyboard designed to keep coders coding and creators creating—faster, easier, with more accuracy.

- Comfortable, stable and remarkably solid from its single metal plate body + reduced noise with Perfect Stroke keys.
- Compatible with Windows®, macOS®, Linux®, iOS®, and Android™.
- Stays powered up to 10 days after full recharge with USB-C charging cable.2
- Smart illumination automatically adjusts to lighting environments and shuts off when not in use.

Our most technologically advanced webcam. Premier 4K ultra high-def camera with advanced features delivers professional-quality video in any environment.

- Multiple resolutions include 4K (Ultra HD) @ 30 fps, 1080p (Full HD) @ 30 or 60 fps for outstanding clarity, smoothness, and detail.
- RightLight™ 3 and high dynamic range (HDR) make users look great in any light.
- Supports facial recognition for advanced security with Windows Hello® or other facial recognition software.
- 3 field of view settings to perfectly frame video3 + 5x digital zoom to get a closer look.
- Certified and compatible with the popular business applications.4

Designed for focus. Bluetooth® headset keeps teams in their zone from any environment with exceptional sound, intuitive controls, and noise cancellation.

- Unifying + audio receiver provides a reliable connection up to 10 m away from mice and keyboards, and up to 30 m away from the headset.
- Noise-canceling mic and active noise cancellation reduce ambient noise, so teams can hear and be heard.
- Intuitive and simple controls, flip-to-mute mic, active noise cancellation (ANC), and Qi wireless charging.
- Connects to computer and smartphone simultaneously and seamlessly switches between them.
- Certified and compatible with popular business applications.5

1 4 mm minimum glass thickness.
2 Battery life may vary based on user and computing conditions.
3 Requires software download.
4 Refer to logitech.com/en-us/product/brio for certification and compatibility.
5 Refer to logitech.com/en-us/product/bluetooth-headset-zone-wireless for certification and compatibility.
Advanced devices for senior executives who need a high-level of performance at the desk, in meetings, and while out of the office. Premium, customizable, and reliable, it includes tools like a state-of-the-art digital pointer, and a performance wireless keyboard, headset and mouse.
MX ANYWHERE 2S WIRELESS MOUSE

Highly equipped and portable.
The compact mouse designed for superior comfort, tracking and performance—at the desk or on-the-go.

- 4,000 DPI Darkfield™ High Precision tracking—works anywhere, even on glass.1
- Rechargeable with no downtime + a full day’s use 3 minute charge.2
- Compatible with Windows®, macOS®, Linux®, iOS®, iPadOS™ + pair it to up to 3 laptops, tablets, smartphones then Easy-Switch™ between them.
- Hyper-fast or click-by-click precision.

1 4 mm minimum glass thickness.
2 Based on a 8-hour daily office use. Battery life may vary based on user and computing conditions.

MX KEYS ADVANCED WIRELESS KEYBOARD

Built for creation mode. The advanced multi-OS keyboard designed to boost productivity and streamline workflows—faster, easier, with more accuracy.

- Comfortable, stable and remarkably solid from its single metal plate body + reduced noise with Perfect Stroke keys.
- Compatible with Windows®, macOS®, Linux®, iOS®, and Android™.
- Stays powered up to 10 days after full recharge with USB-C charging cable.3
- Smart illumination automatically adjusts to lighting environments and shuts off when not in use.

3 Battery life may vary based on user and computing conditions.

BRIO 4K PRO WEBCAM

Our most technologically advanced webcam. Premier 4K ultra high-def camera with advanced features delivers professional-quality video in any environment.

- Multiple resolutions include 4K (Ultra HD) @ 30 fps, 1080p (Full HD) @ 30 or 60 fps for outstanding clarity, smoothness, and detail.
- RightLight™ 3 and high dynamic range (HDR) make users look great in any light.
- Supports facial recognition for advanced security with Windows Hello™ or other facial recognition software.
- 3 field of view settings to perfectly frame video4 + 5x digital zoom to get a closer look.
- Certified and compatible with the popular business applications.5

4 Requires software download.
5 Refer to logitech.com/en-us/product/brio for certification and compatibility.
ZONE WIRELESS
PLUS HEADSET

Designed for focus. Bluetooth® headset keeps teams in their zone from any environment with exceptional sound, intuitive controls, and noise cancellation.
- Unifying + audio receiver provides a reliable connection up to 10 m away from mice and keyboards, and up to 30 m away from the headset.
- Noise-canceling mic and active noise cancellation reduce ambient noise, so teams can hear and be heard.
- Intuitive and simple controls, flip-to-mute mic, active noise cancellation (ANC), and Qi wireless charging.
- Connects to computer and smartphone simultaneously and seamlessly switches between them.
- Certified and compatible with popular business applications.1

SPOTLIGHT
PRESENTATION REMOTE

Present with confidence on any screen. Lets users deliver persuasive presentations with best-in-class presentation control. Control a digital pointing system that works on any screen.
- Highlight, Magnify, or pinpoint areas of focus with a Digital Laser.2
- Works on any digital screen—monitors, smartboards, multi screen rooms—even during video call screen share.
- Plug-and-play on Windows® or Mac®, connect via USB receiver or Bluetooth®—present from any host computer that permits USB access.
- Charge 1 minute for 3 hours of presenting, charge 60 minutes for up to 3 months of use.3

1 Refer to logitech.com/en-us/product/bluetooth-headset-zone-wireless for certification and compatibility.
2 Enabled via Logitech Presentation App.
3 May vary based on usage.
WORK TOGETHER SOLUTIONS
With dramatic changes in how and where people work—and immediate needs for dispersed teams to collaborate effectively from anywhere—video conferencing has become a business imperative. From huddle spaces to hot desks, workstations to working from home—teams everywhere need to connect via video so they can collaborate at any moment.

Our affordable solutions bring the power of video to every workspace. Whether your team is in the office, working from home, or a hybrid of both, our tools offer superior audiovisual quality and feature smart software that makes using them easy. They’re also designed for compatibility with your preferred video conferencing platform.

When team collaboration wins. The business wins.
Industry Leading Video Conferencing

Brilliant optics. Advanced audio. Our proprietary lens technology delivers stunning image quality at high resolutions. While our advanced audio engineering delivers room-filling, rich, natural sound, reduces noise, and picks up voices with outstanding clarity.

Users focus on the meeting. We do the rest. Logitech RightSense™ proactive technologies make premium quality meetings effortless. Users simply start a meeting while it automatically adjusts frame, lighting, sound and a range of audiovisual refinements that create the optimal experience.

Ready for your platform of choice. Our products and preconfigured solutions are developed in close partnership with leading video conferencing providers to seamlessly integrate with the platforms you already use.

Easy to set up and manage. Meeting room solutions are pre-configured for deployment at scale, while our Personal Workspace Kits are simply plug-and-play. And centralized device management helps your teams stay connected and maximizes uptime.
Get everything you need to build out small rooms for video meetings, including Logitech MeetUp, a mini computer with room-optimized software, and the Logitech Tap touch controller.
TAP + MEETING ROOM COMPUTER

Tap into better meetings. With a sleek design, silent operation, and motion sensor for always-on readiness, Tap brings ease and convenience to online meetings.

- Responsive 10.1" touch screen for easy operation.
- Commercial-grade cable management with strain relief to keep connections tight.
- Versatile table and wall mount accessories hide cabling and conserve space.
- Bundled with a meeting room computer approved and/or certified for Google Meet Rooms, Microsoft Teams Rooms, or Zoom Rooms.

MEETUP

All-in-one conferencecam. Designed for huddle rooms and other smaller spaces, MeetUp packs big features into a compact form factor.

- 4K Ultra HD camera with 5X HD zoom.
- Motorized pan/tilt lens with RightSight™ autoframing.
- Full-range speaker system and beamforming microphone array.
- Compact dimensions and versatile mounting options conserve space and minimize visible cabling.
These preconfigured video conferencing solutions combine simplicity with flexibility, ensuring an ideal fit and high-end performance in mid-size meeting rooms.
TAP + MEETING ROOM COMPUTER

Tap into better meetings. With a sleek design, silent operation, and motion sensor for always-on readiness, Tap brings ease and convenience to online meetings.

- Responsive 10.1” touch screen for easy operation.
- Commercial-grade cable management with strain relief to keep connections tight.
- Versatile table and wall mount accessories hide cabling and conserve space.
- Bundled with a meeting room computer approved and/or certified for Google Meet Rooms, Microsoft Teams Rooms, or Zoom Rooms.

RALLY


- 4K Ultra HD PTZ camera with 15X HD Zoom and RightSight™ auto-framing.
- RightLight™ with WDR shows participants in flattering light, even in dim or backlit conditions.
- Modular audio components with RightSound™ pair a room-filling speaker with an exquisitely responsive mic pod so everyone can hear and be heard.

RALLY SPEAKER

Loud and clear. Fill mid-size rooms with rich, clear audio. RightSound™ technologies virtually eliminate distortion, clipping, and vibration so speech is easy to understand at comfortable volume levels.

- Mounts at the front of the room so voices and video always come from the same direction.
- Anti-vibration enclosure prevents camera shake and minimizes sound transmission between adjoining rooms.
- Also available as an add-on accessory to configure mid-size rooms with two Rally Speakers.

RALLY MIC POD

Remarkably clear, natural, sound. An exquisitely sensitive mic pod with RightSound™ technologies to focus on active speakers while suppressing noise and distractions.

- Four omni-directional microphones forming eight acoustic beams.
- Automatically levels loud and soft talkers so every voice is heard.
- Optional Mic Pod Mount hides cabling for a clean tabletop.
- Add additional mic pods to expand coverage and keep mute controls in easy reach.
Broadcast-quality video and room-filling audio, preconfigured for easy deployment and expandable for rooms with up to 46 seats.
TAP + MEETING ROOM COMPUTER

Tap into better meetings. With a sleek design, silent operation, and motion sensor for always-on readiness, Tap brings ease and convenience to online meetings.

- Responsive 10.1" touch screen for easy operation.
- Commercial-grade cable management with strain relief to keep connections tight.
- Versatile table and wall mount accessories hide cabling and conserve space.
- Bundled with a meeting room computer approved and/or certified for Google Meet Rooms, Microsoft Teams Rooms, or Zoom Rooms.

RALLY PLUS

Studio-quality video and voice clarity.

Setting a new standard for USB-connected conference camera systems, uniting premium design and materials with unmatched audio and video performance.

- 4K Ultra HD PTZ camera with 15X HD Zoom and RightSight™ auto-framing.
- RightLight™ with WDR shows participants in flattering light, even in dim or backlit conditions.
- Modular audio components with RightSound™ pair two room-filling speakers and two exquisitely responsive mic pods so everyone can hear and be heard.

RALLY SPEAKERS

Loud and clear. Two front-mounting speakers fill larger rooms with rich, clear audio. RightSound™ technologies virtually eliminate distortion, clipping, and vibration so speech is easy to understand at comfortable volume levels.

- Mounts at the front of the room so voices and video always come from the same direction.
- Anti-vibration enclosures prevents camera shake and minimizes sound transmission between adjoining rooms.
RALLY MIC PODS

Remarkably clear, natural sound.
Two exquisitely sensitive mic pods with RightSound™ technologies to focus on active speakers while suppressing noise and distractions.

- Each mic pod features four omni-directional microphones forming eight acoustic beams.
- Automatically levels loud and soft talkers so every voice is heard.
- Optional Mic Pod Mount hides cabling for a clean tabletop.
- Add additional mic pods (up to 7 total) to expand coverage and keep mute controls in easy reach.

SPOTLIGHT PRESENTATION REMOTE

Every team, every screen. Give teams confidence to deliver presentations professionally no matter where they are with best-in-class presentation control and features that work on any screen.

- Highlight, Magnify, or pinpoint areas of focus with a Digital Laser.¹
- Works on any digital screen—monitors, smartboards, multi screen rooms—even during video call screen share.
- Plug-and-play on Windows® or Mac®, connect via USB receiver or Bluetooth®—present from any host computer than permits USB access.
- Charge 1 minute for 3 hours of presenting, charge 60 minutes for up to 3 months of use.²

¹ Enabled via Logitech Presentation App.
² May vary based on usage.
Quality video collaboration solutions for your core team who take video calls directly from their desk. Featuring a purpose-built webcam and noise-cancelling headset, they ensure optimal video and audio quality ideal for open and noisy workspaces.
ZONE WIRED HEADSET

Made for the Zone. Designed for busy open workspaces, Zone Wired is a USB headset that delivers premium audio and reliable call clarity without all the noise.

- 40mm drivers deliver amazing sound for video calls and music—with full-bodied bass, crisp higher frequencies and incredibly low distortion.
- Noise-canceling dual mic technology isolates your voice and suppresses distracting background sounds, delivering superbly clearer audio.
- Lightweight and comfortable fit for all-day use, plus intuitive in-line controls on the tangle-free cable.
- Compatible with popular calling platforms like Microsoft® Teams, Skype for Business, and Google Voice.¹

C925e BUSINESS WEBCAM

A webcam that means business. Plug-and-play HD video for an enhanced face-to-face collaboration experience from virtually any desktop.

- Full 1080p high-definition video + 30 frames per second delivers true-to-life clarity to video meetings.
- 78-degree diagonal field of view perfectly frames you for every video meeting.
- RightLight™ 2 Technology and autofocus intelligently adjusts to provide sharp video even in low-light conditions at multiple distances.
- H.264 encoding frees up PC bandwidth by processing video within the webcam, ensuring a smooth video quality throughout the call.

¹Refer to logitech.com/en-us/product/usb-headset-wired for certification and compatibility.
Ultra high-quality video collaboration solutions for members of your team who need to look professional and sound amazing. The kit combines our most advanced webcam that delivers stunning 4k video, and a noise-cancelling Bluetooth® headset designed for open workspaces.
ZONE WIRELESS PLUS HEADSET

Designed for focus. Bluetooth® headset keeps teams in their zone from any environment with exceptional sound, intuitive controls, and noise cancellation.

- Unifying + audio receiver provides a reliable connection up to 10 m away from mice and keyboards, and up to 30 m away from the headset.
- Noise-canceling mic and active noise cancellation reduce ambient noise, so teams can hear and be heard.
- Intuitive and simple controls, flip-to-mute mic, active noise cancellation (ANC), and Qi wireless charging.
- Connects to computer and smartphone simultaneously and seamlessly switches between them.
- Certified and compatible with popular business applications.¹

BRIO 4K PRO WEBCAM

Our most technologically advanced webcam. Premier 4K ultra high-def camera with advanced features delivers professional-quality video in any environment.

- Multiple resolutions include 4K (Ultra HD) @ 30 fps, 1080p (Full HD) @ 30 or 60 fps for outstanding clarity, smoothness, and detail.
- RightLight™ 3 and high dynamic range (HDR) make users look great in any light.
- Supports facial recognition for advanced security with Windows Hello™ or other facial recognition software.
- 3 field of view settings to perfectly frame video² + 5x digital zoom to get a closer look.
- Certified and compatible with the popular business applications.³

¹ Refer to logitech.com/en-us/product/bluetooth-headset-zone-wireless for certification and compatibility.
² Requires software download.
³ Refer to logitech.com/en-us/product/brio for certification and compatibility.
EXECUTIVE COLLABORATION COLLECTION

FOR SENIOR EXECUTIVES

Premium collaboration and presentation solutions for the executive office space. Engage with anyone, anywhere with elegantly-designed, simple-to-use video collaboration, presentation remote, and wireless charging tools made for busy executives.
Seamless video meetings. A preconfigured system for small rooms that let executives quickly kick-off and run video with touch-screen control and high-quality video.

- Top touch controller features a sleek design, silent operation, and a motion sensor for always-on readiness. Responsive 10.1” touch screen for easy operation.
- Meetup all-in-one conferencem with 4K Ultra HD camera, 5X zoom, extra-wide field of view, integrated audio—big features in a compact form factor.
- Bundled with a meeting room computer approved and/or certified for Google Meet Rooms, Microsoft Teams Rooms, or Zoom Rooms.

Present with confidence on any screen. Lets users deliver persuasive presentations with best-in-class presentation control. Control a digital pointing system that works on any screen.

- Highlight, Magnify, or pinpoint areas of focus with a Digital Laser.
- Works on any digital screen—monitors, smartboards, multi screen rooms—even during video call screen share.
- Plug-and-play on Windows® or Mac®, connect via USB receiver or Bluetooth®—present from any host computer that permits USB access.
- Charge 1 minute for 3 hours of presenting, charge 60 minutes for up to 3 months of use.

Use while you charge. Executives can effortlessly multi-task with a wireless charger that keeps their phone upright and viewable.

- Reliable drop-and-go charging for Apple® iPhone®, Samsung Galaxy, Google Pixel®, and more. Works with most cases 3 mm or thinner.
- Fast charging for Qi-enabled Apple® and Samsung phones.
- Qi-Certified for a safer and more reliable charging experience.
- Built-in safety mechanisms include foreign object detection and protection from overheating or overcharging.
WORK REMOTE SOLUTIONS
The era of remote working is here. And as your workforce spends more time working at home or on-the-go—they need tools to stay as collaborative and productive as when they’re at the office. Plus, as every worker and workspace differs, they require solutions tailored to their needs.

Work Remote solutions feature innovative tools that are wireless, effortless to connect, and instantly familiar to use. From powerful desktop collections that recreate the office experience at home, to lightweight, durable collections that extend the capabilities of laptop and tablet users on the move.

*Staying connected and productive anywhere. That’s a big business continuity win.*
What Makes Remote Working Work

- **Easy to use.** Intuitive design makes our tools effortless to set up and instantly familiar to use. Which means fewer help desk tickets and greater productivity.

- **Unmatched compatibility.** From computers to tablets and smartphones, our tools work with all major devices, business apps and operating systems. Users simply plug-and-play and get to work.

- **The freedom of wireless.** Most Work Remote tools are completely wireless so users can enjoy the flexibility and portability of reliable wire-free connectivity, with minimal cable clutter.

- **Smart power management.** Advanced power management means all our devices are powered to perform for longer, with some that can go for 36 months without replacing batteries.

- **Built to last.** Designed and constructed for heavy daily use at the desktop or on-the-go—as well as rigorously tested and proven in the field—our gear is built to handle drops, spills and other mishaps.

- **Ergonomically conscious.** Work Remote collections feature ergonomic mice and keyboards designed to promote comfort and natural posture without sacrificing a pixel of performance.
Desktop essentials for core flex workers who frequently work at home. Designed so they can connect and power through tasks as efficiently at home as they do at the office. Mostly wire free and instantly familiar, they make high-output productivity and video collaboration effortless.
MK540 ADVANCED WIRELESS COMBO

Designed to get more done.
Wireless plug-and-play mouse + full-size keyboard—a widely deployed duo that delivers familiarity and comfort for high-output users.

- 10 m wireless freedom with a Unifying™ USB receiver encrypted connection.
- Ambidextrous mouse + advanced tracking.
- Familiar key shape, integrated palm rest and adjustable 4° and 8° tilt.
- Quality tested and spill-resistant to 60ml of liquid, with no-fade key printing.

C925e BUSINESS WEBCAM

A webcam that means business.
Plug-and-play HD video for an enhanced face-to-face collaboration experience from virtually any desktop.

- Full 1080p high-definition video + 30 frames per second delivers true-to-life clarity to video meetings.
- 78-degree diagonal field of view perfectly frames you for every video meeting.
- RightLight™ 2 Technology and autofocus intelligently adjusts to provide sharp video even in low-light conditions at multiple distances.
- H.264 encoding frees up PC bandwidth by processing video within the webcam, ensuring a smooth video quality throughout the call.

ZONE WIRELESS PLUS HEADSET

Designed for focus. Bluetooth® headset keeps teams in their zone from any environment with exceptional sound, intuitive controls, and noise cancellation.

- Unifying + audio receiver provides a reliable connection up to 10 m away from mice and keyboards, and up to 30 m away from the headset.
- Noise-canceling mic and active noise cancellation reduce ambient noise, so teams can hear and be heard.
- Intuitive and simple controls, flip-to-mute mic, active noise cancellation (ANC), and Qi wireless charging.
- Connects to computer and smartphone simultaneously and seamlessly switches between them.
- Certified and compatible with popular business applications.1

1 Refer to logitech.com/en-us/product/bluetooth-headset-zone-wireless for certification and compatibility.
Premium, precision tools designed for creators, coders, analysts and other remote power users. Designed for speed, accuracy and advanced customization, they’ll keep your highly-skilled remote workers in-the-zone and performing at their best.

PRECISION COLLECTION
FOR POWER USERS
**WORK-FROM-HOME / PRECISION COLLECTION**

**MX ANYWHERE 2S WIRELESS MOUSE**

Highly equipped and portable. Compact mouse designed for superior control, tracking, and performance—at the desk or on-the-go.

- 4,000 DPI Darkfield™ High Precision tracking—works anywhere, even on glass.¹
- Rechargeable with no downtime + a full day’s use 3 minute charge.²
- Compatible with Windows®, macOS®, Linux®, iOS®, iPadOS™ + pair it to up to 3 laptops, tablets, smartphones then Easy-Switch™ between them.
- Hyper-fast or click-by-click precision.
- Full-Size Mouse Option Available

**MX KEYS ADVANCED WIRELESS KEYBOARD**

Built for creation mode. The advanced multi-device keyboard designed to keep coders coding and creators creating—faster and easier, with more precision—anywhere.

- Solid, stable, comfortable, and held together by a single metal plate.
- Reduced noise with Perfect Stroke keys.
- Pair with up to three devices on one Unifying receiver and switch between them—works on Windows®, macOS®, Linux®, iOS®, and Android™ systems.
- Smart illumination adjusts to lighting environments and shuts off when keyboard is not in use.
- Compact Keyboard Option Available

**BRIO 4K PRO WEBCAM**

Our most technologically advanced webcam. Premier 4K ultra high-def camera with advanced features delivers professional-quality video in any environment.

- Multiple resolutions include 4K (Ultra HD) @ 30 fps, 1080p (Full HD) @ 30 or 60 fps for outstanding clarity, smoothness, and detail.
- RightLight™ 3 and high dynamic range (HDR) make users look great in any light.
- Supports facial recognition for advanced security with Windows Hello™ or other facial recognition software.
- 3 field of view settings to perfectly frame video + 5x digital zoom to get a closer look.
- Certified and compatible with the popular business applications.⁴

**ZONE WIRELESS PLUS HEADSET**

Designed for focus. Bluetooth® headset keeps teams in their zone from any environment with exceptional sound, intuitive controls, and noise cancellation.

- Unifying + audio receiver provides a reliable connection up to 10 m away from mice and keyboards, and up to 30 m away from the headset.
- Noise-canceling mic and active noise cancellation reduce ambient noise, so teams can hear and be heard.
- Intuitive and simple controls, flip-to-mute mic, active noise cancellation (ANC), and Qi wireless charging.
- Connects to computer and smartphone simultaneously and seamlessly switches between them.
- Certified and compatible with popular business applications.⁵

¹ 4 mm minimum glass thickness.
² Based on a 8-hour daily office use. Battery life may vary based on user and computing conditions.
³ Requires software download.
⁴ Refer to logitech.com/en-us/product/brio for certification and compatibility.
⁵ Refer to logitech.com/en-us/product/bluetooth-headset-zone-wireless for certification and compatibility.
Alt Mouse and Keyboard Options

Some user can benefit from a larger full-size mouse or a more compact keyboard. We recommend these options in the Precision Collection.

MX MASTER 3 MOUSE

A full-size size mouse with a silhouette that’s perfect for larger hands. Engineered for performance anywhere.

- Palm comfort, easy control access six customizable controls to personalize workflow.
- Precise 4,000 DPI Darkfield™ Tracking on any surface—even on glass.
- Fast, quiet MagSpeed™ electromagnetic scroll wheel that toggles between Hyper-fast and Ratchet modes.
- Compatible with Windows®, macOS®, Linux®, iPadOS®+ pair it to up to 3 laptops, tablets, smartphones then Easy-Switch™ between them.

K780 MULTI-DEVICE WIRELESS KEYBOARD

Fully-equipped. Smaller footprint.
A keyboard with a numpad—10% narrower than MX Keys so possibly better for people with narrower shoulder width.

- Silent, smooth typing on large concave keys with Logitech PerfectStroke™ key system.
- Compatible with Windows®, macOS®, iOS®, Chrome OS®, Android®, automatically recognizes what it’s connected to then maps keys and functions.
- Convenient numbers pad, shortcut keys, an integrated mobile device cradle.
- 24 month battery life*, with auto-sleep, on/off button and a battery status light.

1 Requires Logitech Options software.
2 4 mm minimum glass thickness.
3 USB-equipped or Bluetooth® Smart ready devices that support external keyboards (HID profile).
4 Battery life calculation based on an estimated two million keystrokes/year in an office environment. User experience may vary.
Ergonomic devices for users seeking greater comfort and pain relief. The collection features a variety of ergonomic products that promote natural posture and comfort for users with different needs—as well as precision tracking and accurate typing that maintains performance.

ERGO CONSCIOUS COLLECTION
FOR PAIN RELIEF SEEKERS
**Natural typing with less strain.**
Promotes a more relaxed, natural typing experience with proven ergonomic benefits, so your team can focus on work.

- Split, curved shape proven to reduce muscle activity by 21% in the upper trapezius muscle.  
- Included wrist rest provides 54% more wrist support, 25% less wrist bending.  
- Designed, developed and tested with criteria established by leading ergonomists.  
- Optimal response keys for typing accuracy and reduced noise.  
- Spill-proof, drop-resistant up to 50 cm, tested to perform for 10 million keystrokes.

**User tested. Ergonomist approved.**
Precision mouse designed to reduce wrist pressure and forearm strain to give your team next level comfort.

- Natural handshake position reduces muscle activity 10% with zero performance loss.  
- 4000 DPI high-precision sensor for 4x less hand movement.  
- Customizable buttons, application-specific functions and adjustable cursor speed.  
- Drop-resistant up to 90 cm + tested to perform for 10 million quality clicks.

**Comfort within reach.**
Small-footprint keyboard that allows users to position the mouse in the easy-reach zone for better body posture and greater comfort.

- Quiet and familiar laptop-like typing experience in a slim, lightweight wireless keyboard.  
- Multi-OS, multi-device compact keyboard that gives users flexibility to work comfortably and productively anywhere on any screen.  
- Connects to all Bluetooth® wireless devices with external keyboard support—Windows®, Mac®, Chrome OS®, Android™, iOS®.  
- 2 years’ battery life + high quality and reliability standards.  

**The standard for comfort and precision.**
An ergonomically designed trackball mouse that delivers a comfortable alternative to trackpads and mice with an exceptional user experience.

- Reduces wrist and hand strain by 20%.  
- 0-20° adjustable angle.  
- Advanced tracking with precision mode + scroll wheel and middle button.  
- Drop-resistant up to 90 cm and tested to perform for 10 million clicks.  
- Virtually no downtime—powered up to 4 months on a full charge + a full day after a one minute charge.

---

1 Compared to a traditional Logitech keyboard without palm rest.  
2 As compared with a traditional non-vertical mouse.  
3 Requires Logitech Options software.  
4 Keyboard battery life is calculated based on an estimated two million keystrokes per year in an office environment. User experience may vary.  
5 Based on independent sales data from major markets in units (Apr ’19 - Apr ‘20), retail channel only: CA, CN, FR, DE, ID, KR, RU, SE, TW, TR, UK, US.  
6 Based on independent sales data from major markets in units (Apr ’19 - Apr ‘20), retail channel only: CA, CN, FR, DE, ID, KR, RU, SE, TW, TR, UK, US.  
7 As compared with a traditional mouse with 1000 DPI sensor.  
8 Battery life may vary based on user and computing conditions.
A compact and lightweight keyboard and mouse combo created for Chromebook business users.
Built specifically for Chrome Operating System® compatibility, this stylish duo brings desktop productivity to any workspace.
K580 SLIM MULTI-DEVICE WIRELESS KEYBOARD
CHROME OS EDITION

A fully streamlined setup.
Built for Chrome OS, K580 is the beautiful, compact external keyboard that lets teams work seamlessly across their devices in any space.

- Chrome OS edition keyboard with Google Assistant, Search, Launcher and media keys for easy access—plus numpad and Fn keys for easy data inputs.
- Slim keys offer a fluid, comfortable laptop-like typing experience that’s whisper-quiet.
- Easy-Switch™ lets users pair then alternate between multiple devices—switch between computer, phone or tablet.
- Auto-sleep feature saves battery life—plus a strong, secure wireless range up to 10 m² through Bluetooth® or included 2.4GHz USB receiver.

M355 WIRELESS MOUSE FOR CHROME OS

Portable, precise, perfect.
A slim, silent³, portable mouse made for Google¹, optimized for Chrome OS—with serious performance benefits—so users can work at home or on-the-go.

- 90% noise-reduced² clicks and ultra-quiet scrolling.
- Dual connectivity via Bluetooth® wireless technology or included 2.4GHz USB receiver.
- Powered for up to 18 months on a single AA battery.⁴
- High-precision optical tracking and wide rubber scroll wheel.

¹ This product has been certified by Logitech to meet Google’s compatibility standards. Google is not responsible for the operation of this product or its compliance with any applicable safety or other requirements. Learn more at g.co/madeforgoogle. Google’s related marks are trademarks of Google LLC.

² Wireless range may vary based on environmental and computing conditions.

³ Sound level comparison between Logitech Pebble M350 and Logitech M170. Measured by an independent lab.

⁴ Battery life may vary based on user and computing conditions.
Durable and lightweight devices for members of your team who use an iPad to get work done on-the-go. Simply pair a headset, stylus, presenter and mouse via Bluetooth® and turn your iPad into a mobile workstation.
iPad® KEYBOARD CASES

Turn your iPad into a productivity machine. A portfolio of premium keyboard cases turn any iPad into a laptop with a click, so users can work anytime, anywhere.

- A premium keyboard with well-spaced backlit keys and full row of iOS shortcut keys create a comfortable laptop-like typing experience—built for fast and accurate typing.
- Up to 4 versatile modes let users type, view, sketch, and read. Easy to get the keyboard out of the way for viewing and sketching.
- Front, back and corner protection made from durable materials keeps the iPad safe from bumps, scratches, and spills—built to withstand daily wear and tear.
- Simple easy set-up and long battery life.

LOGITECH PEBBLE M350 WIRELESS MOUSE

Modern, slim, and silent. This portable mouse is an essential on-the-go device. High-precision optical tracking and the wide rubber scroll wheel offer optimal performance for users constantly on-the-go.

- High-precision optical tracking and wide rubber scroll wheel.
- 90% noise-reduced1 clicks and ultra-quiet scrolling.
- Dual connectivity via Bluetooth® wireless technology or included 2.4GHz USB receiver.
- Powered for up to 18 months on a single AA battery.2

ZONE WIRELESS HEADSET

Designed for focus. Bluetooth® headset with active noise cancellation and exceptional sound keeps workers in their zone—anywhere.

- Noise-canceling mic and active noise cancellation reduce ambient noise and isolate the user’s voice, so teams can hear and be heard.
- Simple, intuitive controls include flip-to-mute mic, active noise cancellation (ANC), and Qi wireless charging.
- Certified and compatible with the business applications you use everyday.3
- Connects to the computer and smartphone simultaneously—seamlessly switch between them. Manage audio settings with our Logi Tune app.

1 Sound level comparison between Logitech Pebble M350 and Logitech M170. Measured by an independent lab.
2 Battery life may vary based on user and computing conditions.
LOGITECH CRAYON
DIGITAL PENCIL FOR iPad®

Do more digitally. An advanced digital pencil offers dynamic ways for users to interact with their iPad, simplify tasks—take handwritten notes, sign documents, mark-up PDFs.

- Featuring Apple Pencil technology, gives users access to hundreds of supported apps.
- Pixel-precision, zero lag time, and palm-rejection technology lets users write and draw naturally without missing a detail.
- No pairing required—simply press the “on” button and connect to iPad instantly and get to work.
- Sturdy construction survives drops from up to 4 ft. Unique flat design keeps it from rolling.

R500 LASER PRESENTATION REMOTE

Smooth, professional-quality presentations. A simple, reliable, and hassle-free remote that empowers users to deliver presentations more professionally.

- Red Laser Pointer helps meetings stay on focus.
- Simple three-button design lets anyone navigate their presentation slides with no learning curve—plus, the battery lasts for a year and a half.
- Connects instantly via USB receiver or Bluetooth®, Plug-and-play on Windows®, macOS®, and compatible with all popular presentation apps—no software or driver is required.
- Logitech Presentation app lets users customize button functions, monitor battery life, and set an on-screen timer.1

1 Only available when installing software on Mac and PC. Requires to install Logitech Presentation software. (Only compatible with Windows® 7 or later/macOS® X 10.12 or later.)
Portable advanced productivity tools for members of your team who frequently work remotely with a laptop. A customizable mouse, advanced digital pointer, and noise-cancelling headset put your teams in-the-zone whether they’re working in the office or out of a hotel room.
**MX ANYWHERE 2S WIRELESS MOUSE**

Highly equipped and portable. The compact mouse designed for superior comfort, tracking and performance—at the desk or on-the-go.

- 4,000 DPI Darkfield™ High Precision tracking—works anywhere, even on glass.¹
- Rechargeable with no downtime + a full day’s use 3 minute charge.²
- Compatible with Windows®, macOS®, Linux®, iOS®, iPadOS™ + pair it to up to 3 laptops, tablets, smartphones then Easy-Switch™ between them.
- Hyper-fast or click-by-click precision.

**ZONE WIRELESS HEADSET**

Designed for focus. Bluetooth® headset with active noise cancellation and exceptional sound keeps workers in their zone—anywhere.

- Noise-canceling mic and active noise cancellation reduce ambient noise and isolate the user’s voice, so teams can hear and be heard.
- Simple, intuitive controls include flip-to-mute mic, active noise cancellation (ANC), and Qi wireless charging.
- Certified and compatible with the business applications you use everyday.³
- Connects to the computer and smartphone simultaneously—seamlessly switch between them. Manage audio settings with our Logi Tune app.

**SPOTLIGHT PRESENTATION REMOTE**

Every team, every screen. Give teams confidence to deliver presentations professionally no matter where they are with best-in-class presentation control and features that work on any screen.

- Highlight, Magnify, or pinpoint areas of focus with a Digital Laser.⁴
- Works on any digital screen—monitors, smartboards, multi screen rooms—even during video call screen share.
- Plug-and-play on Windows® or Mac®, connect via USB receiver or Bluetooth™—present from any host computer than permits USB access.
- Charge 1 minute for 3 hours of presenting, charge 60 minutes for up to 3 months of use.⁵

¹ 4 mm minimum glass thickness.
² Based on a 8-hour daily office use. Battery life may vary based on user and computing conditions.
⁴ Enabled via Logitech Presentation App.
⁵ May vary based on usage.
Slim and portable tools for members of your team who like to knock out work on their smartphones while on-the-go. An ultra-thin, ultra-light standalone keyboard and noise-cancelling headset transform any smartphone into a multi-tasking machine.
**LOGITECH KEYS-TO-GO**

Work gets done on any smartphone, anywhere. This portable, ultra-thin, wireless Bluetooth® keyboard turns the user’s smartphone into a workstation—so your team can work anywhere.

- At ¼ inch thick, 9.5 inches long, and flexible—users can easily slip it into bags, backpacks, and even between book pages.
- Smooth, durable covering seals in the keys, making them spill- and dirt-proof, and protects the keyboard from bumps and scratches.
- Rechargeable battery offers 3 months1 of typing without a recharge—plus the battery indicator light tells users when it’s getting low (USB cable included).
- Attachable stand holds the user’s iOS® or Android™ smartphone in an upright, easy-to-read position, turning it into a working station with one click.

1 Based on 2 hours of daily use.

**ZONE WIRELESS HEADSET**

Designed for focus. Bluetooth® headset with active noise cancellation and exceptional sound keeps workers in their zone—anywhere.

- Noise-canceling mic and active noise cancellation reduce ambient noise and isolate the user’s voice, so teams can hear and be heard.
- Simple, intuitive controls include flip-to-mute mic, active noise cancellation (ANC), and Qi wireless charging.
- Certified and compatible with the business applications you use everyday.2
- Connects to the computer and smartphone simultaneously—seamlessly switch between them. Manage audio settings with our Logi Tune app.

WORK HEALTHIER SOLUTIONS
Digital workers spend more time than ever performing repetitive tasks that can increase muscle strain, cause injury, and compromise overall productivity. With greater awareness of digital wellness, more users are requesting ergonomic tools that help to relieve discomfort.

Our Ergo Series of products go beyond that. Designed with criteria laid out by leading ergonomists, and tested in our dedicated Ergo Lab, they’re scientifically proven to reduce key muscle activity and improve overall posture and comfort. And all without compromising a pixel of performance.

Victories in performance and digital wellness. Are victories for all.
Performance Ergonomics

Natural ergonomic posture. Ergo Series products place hands, wrists, and forearms in a more natural posture, which can help to relax the upper body and relieve discomfort.

Proven to reduce muscle activity. More natural postures lead to a quantifiable reduction in muscle activity. Your users can work productively while putting less strain on key muscles.

A scientific approach. Using our dedicated Ergo lab we prototype, test, and iterate from countless design possibilities—resulting in scientifically proven, optimal ergonomic forms.

Increased comfort. Proven performance. Our Ergo series products are proven for easy user adoption without loss of typing speed or pointing accuracy.

Ergonomic users never go back. 9 out of 10 users who turn to ergonomic mice and keyboards never return to conventional devices.¹

¹ Logitech 2019 Decision Maker and End User Proprietary Quantitative Research
ERGO K860 ERGONOMIC SPLIT KEYBOARD

Natural typing with less strain. Promotes a more relaxed, natural typing experience with proven ergonomic benefits, so your team can focus on work.

- Split, curved shape proven to reduce muscle activity by 21% in the upper trapezius muscle1 + included wrist rest provides 54% more wrist support, 25% less wrist bending.1
- Designed, developed and tested with criteria established by leading ergonomists.
- Optimal response keys for typing accuracy and reduced noise.
- Spill-proof, drop-resilient up to 50 cm, tested to perform for 10 million keystrokes.

1 Compared to a traditional Logitech keyboard without palm rest.

MX VERTICAL ADVANCED ERGONOMIC MOUSE

User tested. Ergonomist approved. Precision mouse designed to reduce wrist pressure and forearm strain to give your team next level comfort.

- Natural handshake position reduces muscle activity 10%2 with zero performance loss.
- 4000 DPI high-precision sensor for 4x less hand movement.3
- Customizable buttons, application-specific functions4 and adjustable cursor speed.
- Drop-resilient up to 90 cm + tested to perform for 10 million quality clicks.

2 As compared with a traditional non-vertical mouse.
3 As compared with a traditional mouse with 1000 DPI sensor.
4 Requires Logitech Options software.

MX ERGO WIRELESS TRACKBALL MOUSE

The standard for comfort and precision. An ergonomically designed trackball mouse that delivers an exceptional user experience—a comfortable alternative to trackpads and mice.

- Reduces wrist and hand strain by 20%5, 0-20° adjustable angle.
- Advanced tracking with precision mode + scroll wheel and middle button.
- Drop-resilient up to 90 cm and tested to perform for 10 million clicks.
- Virtually no downtime—powered up to 4 months on a full charge + a full day after a one minute charge.6

5 Compared to a regular mouse.
6 Battery life may vary based on user and computing conditions.
K350 COMFORT WAVE KEYBOARD

Ergonomic curve with no learning curve. The familiarity of a straight keyboard with the ergonomic benefits of a wave-shaped keyframe, allowing for hours of comfort.

- Curved keyframe guides hands into an ergo-friendly, sustainable hand position.
- Spill-proof and drop-resilient up to 70 cm with abrasion-resistant key printing.
- 3-year battery life practically eliminates the need to charge.¹
- Advanced 2.4 GHz wireless connectivity with 10 m range.

K380 MULTI-DEVICE BLUETOOTH® KEYBOARD

Comfort within reach. Small-footprint keyboard that allows users to position the mouse in the easy-reach zone for greater comfort.

- Extra-small footprint places the mouse in the easy-reach zone, keeping shoulders in a more natural position.
- Quiet and familiar laptop-like typing experience in a slim, lightweight wireless keyboard.
- Connects via Bluetooth® to Windows®, Mac®, Chrome OS™, Android™, iOS® devices with external keyboard support—flexibility to work comfortably and productively anywhere on any screen.
- 2 years’ battery life² + high quality and reliability standards.³

¹ Battery life calculation based on an estimated 2,000,000 keystrokes/year in an office environment. User experience may vary.
² Keyboard battery life is calculated based on an estimated two million keystrokes per year in an office environment. User experience may vary.
³ Based on independent sales data from major markets in units (Apr ‘19 - Apr ‘20), retail channel only: CA, CN, FR, DE, ID, KR, RU, SE, TW, TR, UK, US.
PARTNER WITH LOGITECH FOR YOUR NEXT WORKSPACE WIN

Making your remote and office workspaces more people and performance friendly is a long game, and every little win matters—whether it’s the perfect collection for an executive on the road or game-changing optics for your most important meeting room.

Every big win starts with a little victory—and Logitech makes Workspace Wins simple to achieve through purpose-built solutions designed to meet the needs of the ever-evolving workplace.

To see the most current Workspace Wins collections, please visit logitech.com/business